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Abstract: Inflatable gates have a number of advantages when compared with standard steel gates. In case of flood the
rubber membrane is deflated to a flat structure and placed on the weir sill. This paper deals with the energy dissipation at
inflated gates, in particular the influence of the weir sill on the design of the stilling basin with respect to the described
boundary conditions. Numerical investigations were carried out using OpenFOAM (Open source Field Operation and
Manipulation). Additionally, experiments were performed in a physical model. The hydraulic characteristic of low Froude
hydraulic jumps, turbulent flow structures, and the energy dissipation mechanisms during overflow are presented and
discussed.
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1.

Introduction

An inflatable rubber gate consists of a multi-ply rubber membrane, which is fixed to the weir sill using clamp
plates and anchor bolts. The gate is inflated by pumping air or water inside the rubber body until the design
height or design pressure is reached. It is deflated by allowing the air or water inside the rubber body to escape.
The simplicity and flexibility of the structure is a key consideration in its wide scope of applications. With an
appropriate design, the height of the weir sill can reach 25-30% of the upstream flow depth without a
“noticeable” backwater effect, which is advantageous not only for costs but also for maintenance (Gebhardt et
al. 2012). The weir sill of a rubber gate is characterized by a broad horizontal crest where the length is
determined by the deflated rubber membrane. In general, the minimum length of the weir sill corresponds to the
length of the deflated membrane. In practice the sills are even longer to provide space in order to ease
installation and maintenance or to set stop logs. The length of the deflated membrane depends also on the filling
medium: The circumference length of an air-filled type is shorter than the water-filled type. Hence, the length of
the weir sill can be shorter (PIANC 2018). A comparison is given by JIID (1986) to give the reader an idea of
the different sill lengths for an air-filled and for a water-filled type with the same gate height hd, where hd is
defined as the vertical distance between weir sill and gate crest (Figure 2). The length of a deflated membrane is
1.74 hd for the air-filled and 2.35 hd for the water-filled type. Fig. 1 shows different types of weir sills at rubber
gates.

Figure 1. Weir sills at rubber gates: Marklendorf, Germany (left) and Ebenhofen, Germany (right).

In low head hydraulic structures, such as inflatable gates, energy dissipation under a low Froude number
hydraulic jump is a common hydraulic problem. Poor energy dissipation is leading to large waves in
downstream river beds, and erosion might occur. This paper deals with the problem of energy dissipation of
inflatable gates and the optimization of the geometry of the weir sill and the stilling basin with respect to the
described boundary conditions. The objective of the study was to define a standard stilling basin in order to
reduce the necessity for further investigations. Therefore, numerical investigations were carried out using
OpenFOAM (Open source Field Operation and Manipulation). The final geometry was tested in an existing
physical model.
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2.

Designing Stilling Basins

2.1. Direct Hydraulic Jump
Stilling basins are used to dissipate the energy of water in order to prevent scouring caused by high velocities
downstream of the weir. This scouring might damage the foundation of the dam. The primary method for
dissipating energy is to generate a hydraulic jump. Several books discuss a range of design techniques for
stilling basins such as Rouse (1967), Chow (1959), or, most recently, Chanson (2009). The design is based on
the Froude Number of the approaching flow, which is determined by the head and the geometry of the
substructure. If a rubber gate is installed on top of a weir sill, additional energy dissipation takes place on the sill
as long as the nappe touches the sill. One of the main objectives of this study was to develop a standard which
could be used in the future and minimize the need for individual model tests.
Today, extensive literature can be found on hydraulic jumps which are reviewed, for instance, in Singh and
Hager (1992). More recently, Chanson and Montes (1995) focus on undular hydraulic jumps, which are
characterized by a smooth rise of the free-surface followed by a train of well-formed stationary waves. For a
rectangular horizontal channel the equation of Bélanger (1941) is used to calculate the conjugate water depth y2
as a function of the inflow Froude number Fr1 and the water depth y1. In Eq. (1) bed friction is neglected.
𝑦2 =

𝑦1
2

(√1 + 8 𝐹𝑟12 − 1)

(1)

Applying the energy equation, the energy-head loss ΔHL due to the violent turbulent mixing and dissipation in
the hydraulic jump can be derived:
𝛥𝐻𝐿 = 𝐻1 − 𝐻2 =

(𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )3

(2)

4𝑦1 𝑦2

The ratio ΔHL/H1 is known as the relative energy-head loss. Fig. 2 shows a definition sketch.

Figure 2. Flow above a rubber gate, definition sketch.

2.2. Hydraulic Jump Classification
In general, the higher the inflow Froude number at the entrance to a basin, the more efficient the hydraulic jump.
Typically, the hydraulic jump is classified in dependence of the inflow Froude number. Undular (Fr1 < 1.7),
weak (1.7 < Fr1 < 2.5), oscillating (2.5 < Fr1 < 4.5), steady (4.5 < Fr1 < 9.0), and strong jump (Fr1 = 9.0) are the
“classical” forms of hydraulic jumps (Chow 1959). Note the formations of these jumps also require an adequate
downstream water level. A tailwater depth lower than the conjugate water depth y2 will lead to supercritical
conditions and a tailwater depth higher than the conjugate water depth y 2 to a drowned or submerged hydraulic
jump.
In practical problems, the tailwater fluctuates, owing to changes in discharge. Hence, the tailwater rating curve
has to be compared with the jump rating curve. If the tailwater depth increases, the jump will be forced
upstream, drowned, and will finally become a submerged jump. Against this background the guideline for river
bottom protection structures, drop structures, chutes, cascades, and sills (DIN 19661-2 2000) enlarges the above
mentioned classification. Undular flow (Type a) occurs when the head is too small to create super-critical
conditions below the drop and submerged hydraulic jump (Type b) or partly submerged jump (Type c), where
the outflow Froude number is Fr2 < 0.5. Finally, the non-submerged hydraulic jump is introduced for Fr 2 > 0.5
(Type d). In order to ensure a high energy dissipation, there exist some recommendations for the submergence
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ratio ε, which is defined as the ratio of the tailwater depth yt and the conjugated water depth y2 with respect to
the level of the stilling basin. Hence, the submergence ratio has to be supplemented by the stilling basin depth.
𝜀=

𝑦𝑡 +𝑒

(3)

𝑦2

Alternatively, the definition of Rajaratnam (1965) is common for Sf = (𝑦𝑡 − y2 )⁄y2 . According to Blind
(1987) the submergence ratio should be in the range 1.05 < ε < 1.25. With increasing submergence ratio the
energy dissipation will get worse again. This recommendation can also be found in DIN 19661-2 (2000) for
drop structures. According to George (1978) or Bollrich et al. (2013), the water depths in the basin should be
about 5% greater than the computed conjugate depth.
2.3. Length of Hydraulic Jump
The length of the jump cannot be determined easily by theory or in a scale model. It has been investigated by
many researchers and quite a number of empirical relations are available (Table 1).
Table 1. Empirical equations for the jump length given by some authors.

Author

Length of hydraulic jump LT

Woycicki (1931)
discussed in Bollrich et al. (2013)

𝐿𝑇
= 0.05 (81√1 + 8 ∙ 𝐹𝑟12 − 2 ∙ 𝐹𝑟12 − 241)
𝑦1

Peterka (1984)
Blind (1987)

𝐿𝑇
𝑦1

= k ∙ y2

with k = 4.8/5.8/… for Fr1 = 2.4/4/…

𝐿 𝑇 = 4.5 ÷ 6.0 (y2 – y1 )

2.4. Design Considerations
The design of a stilling basin is a typical question in hydraulic engineering and, most of the time, an individual
investigation for one site with its specific boundary conditions. Where standards are available, such as with the
United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) stilling basins (Peterka 1984) or the St. Anthony Falls (SAF)
stilling basin (Blaisdell 1959), the basin type can be chosen according to the inflow Froude number Fr 1, and the
dimensions can be determined as a function of the inflow water depth. In general, a stilling basin is designed to
dissipate the kinetic energy of the flow in a hydraulic jump, and the objective of the designer is to ensure that
the jump is not swept out of the stilling basin. The design involves the determination of the depth, length, and
shape of the basin for a design flood, which can be significantly different and lower compared to the design
flood of the dam.
Generally, the form of a stilling basin can range from a simple concrete apron to a complex structure including
chute blocks, baffles, or end-sills, depending on the inflow Froude Number. Chute blocks, baffles, and end sills
are measures to increase the energy dissipation rate and reduce the length. But, today the fish passage through
stilling basins is also considered to be a direct cause of injury or mortality or an indirect cause (increased
susceptibility of disorientated or shocked fish to predation). Biologists discern the physical impact against
energy dissipators as one possible cause for fish damages (Marmulla 2001). Therefore, a conventional stilling
basin is considered in this study. However, there are other factors, such as shearing effects, abrasion against
surfaces, turbulence, or sudden variations in velocity and pressure. But, they cannot be prevented due to the
characteristics of the hydraulic jump phenomenon to develop large-scale turbulence, surface waves, energy
dissipation, and air entrainment.

3.

Numerical and Experimental Set-Up

The numerical simulations were performed with the open source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM® with the twophase transient solver interFoam in version 1.6. A detailed description can be found in Rusche (2002). A 3D
model with a clear width of 2.11 m was created and discretized with a hexahedral dominant mesh with a base
mesh size of 20 cm. Areas where small-scale phenomena like flow detachment occur (e.g., the crest) were
discretized up to a mesh size of 2.5 cm (Fig. 3). For turbulence modelling a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was
used which requires a dense grid. Based on preliminary studies the chosen mesh cell size was considered to be
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sufficient to resolve the large-scale turbulence in a hydraulic jump directly. As computing resources were not a
limiting factor for this investigation, it was considered to be advantageous not to use a possibly error-prone
turbulence model based on Reynolds-averaging. Three-dimensional transient calculations with stationary
boundary conditions were conducted until a quasi-stationary state was achieved. A constant discharge and a
variable water level were specified as boundary conditions for the inflow. At the outflow a fixed downstream
water level and variable discharge were prescribed. For this, a set of in-house developed boundary conditions
was used (Thorenz and Strybny 2012). The cross section of the rubber gate was measured in a physical model
and used as geometry for the numerical simulations.

Figure 3. Example of a generated mesh for a partly deflated rubber gate, weir sill and stilling basin - base mesh size of
20 cm, refinement up to 10 cm (air-fluid interface), 5 cm (stilling basin) and 2.5 cm (separation zone at rubber gate).

It should be noted that an accurate prediction of air entrainment is still challenging in numerical models,
especially at the free-surface. It was assumed that the high resolution of the LES approach helps to reproduce
these effects. In Open FOAM the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) model is used to capture the interface between two
fluids, where the value α defines the ratio of air and water in one cell. For simplicity it is common practice that
the interface is represented in post-processing by an isosurface for α = 0.5. Against this background it is obvious
that air entry into the water simulated by VOF model is different with the prototype experiment but also with the
physical model. Physical models are affected by scale effects, with Weber and Reynolds numbers usually being
too low to adequately reproduce observed flows.
In order to test the optimized geometry of the stilling basin, systematic experimental tests were carried out on a
physical model in the laboratory of the BAW (Fig. 4). The tests were performed in a 2.33 m wide flume with a
length of 15.00 m and a height of 0.60 m. The discharge was varied between 15 l/s ≤ Q ≤ 370 l/s. All tests were
conducted with free weir overflow. The upstream water level yu was measured by ultrasonic probes approx.
1.40 m upstream of the weir in the channel center. The measuring error of the water level probes was about
±0.1 mm. The discharge was controlled by a magnetic-inductive flowmeter (MID) and electrically adjustable
valves with a measuring error of about ±0.8 l/s.

Figure 4. Physical model: rubber gate (left); weir sill with vertical apron and stilling basin with sloping end sill
(Center) and row of breakers on rubber gate (right).

4.

Simulation Results

4.1. Energy Dissipation Caused by Weir Sill
When the rubber gate is partly inflated and overtopped, the weir sill performs like a drop structure. This effect is
typically used at stepped spillways, where a series of drops generate substantial energy losses on the spillway
structure itself, thereby reducing the need for a more costly geometry of a stilling basin. In order to estimate the
energy loss on the sill, simulations were carried out for eight gate heights hd between hd/hu = 0.85-0.29
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(Table 2), while the upstream water level yu was kept constant and the tailwater level yt was adjusted to achieve
near critical conditions (Frt = 1) downstream of the considered stilling basin.
Table 2. Boundary conditions and results of the numerical simulations.

q [m²/s]

hu [m]

hd [m]

hd/hu [-]

cq [-]

yt [m]

yt/hu[-]

0.96

5.34

4.54

0.85

0.45

0.45

0.19

1.90

5.29

4.02

0.76

0.45

0.72

0.20

2.82

5.33

3.73

0.70

0.47

0.93

0.19

3.72

5.28

3.38

0.64

0.48

1.12

0.19

4.60

5.31

3.13

0.59

0.49

1.29

0.18

6.08

5.31

2.87

0.54

0.52

1.45

0.18

8.70

5.29

2.22

0.42

0.55

1.86

0.23

11.80

5.30

1.54

0.29

0.58

1.90

0.30

(a) hd/hu = 0.85

(b) hd/hu = 0.76

(c) hd/hu = 0.70

(d) hd/hu = 0.64

(e) hd/hu = 0.59

(f) hd/hu = 0.54

(g) hd/hu = 0.42

(h) hd/hu = 0.29

Figure 5. Simulation results for eight gate heights hd between hd/hu = 0.85-0.29, constant upstream water level hu and no
tailwater effects (Frt = 1).

Fig. 5 shows mean velocity distributions in vertical cross sections. It can be seen that the nappe falls up to
hd/hu = 0.76 completely on the weir sill. In terms of stepped spillways, this flow regime is described as nappe
flow, which is defined as a series of free falling jets of water tumbling from one step to the next. Small hydraulic
jumps can occur on each step, which are enhancing energy dissipation. In contrast, skimming flow is described
as step tips forming a virtual-boundary above where the flow skims in a reasonably coherent stream down the
spillway, although highly turbulent and aerated over much of the length of the chute (Frizell and Frizell 2015).
This can be seen in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), where the nappe partly touches the end of the weir sill. For higher
discharges the nappe falls directly in the stilling basin and a recirculation zone develops under the nappe without
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an air chamber due to insufficient aeration, which is also called a free-falling jet with supercritical tailwater
conditions.
Based on the numerical results the water depths y1 aand corresponding Froude numbers Fr1 were estimated and
compared to the Froude numbers Fr1 obtained by the Bernoulli equation, where the mechanical energy per unit
volume of fluid moving along a streamline is assumed to be constant. For the iterative calculation the energy
level Hu = yu + vu/2g upstream of the weir was chosen. Fig. 6(a) shows a comparison of the water depths before
the hydraulic jump estimated by Bernoulli equation and on basis of the numerical results. Overall, there seems
to be a good agreement, but the resulting Froude numbers Fr 1 differ greatly and thus the conjugate water depth
y2. Fig. 6(b) shows the Froude numbers Fr1 obtained by the approach of White (1943). White (1943) developed
in a discussion of Moore (1943) a method to predict the energy loss at the base of an overfall. It can be seen that
the Froude numbers determined by the numerical model are significantly smaller than using Bernoulli equation
and are more in line with White (1943). This means, until hd/hu = 0.59, the inflow Froude number would be
over-estimated, resulting in a deeper stilling basin. The Froude numbers by the use of White (1943) are for low
discharges that are slightly higher. Here it should be mentioned that there remain some inaccuracies by
estimating the flow depth y1 in the numerical model. The calculation of Froude number is also quite sensitive
regarding water depth variations.

Figure 6. Comparison of (a) conjugate water depths y1,2; (b) inflow Froude Numbers Fr1 based on the numerical results,
estimated by Bernoulli equation and by White (1943) for a drop structure and (c) energy heads Hu and H1.

(a) hd/hu = 0.71

(b) hd/hu = 0.63

(c) hd/hu = 0.54

(d) hd/hu = 0.49

Figure 7. Development of hydraulic jump for hd/hu = 0.71-0.49, yt/yu = 0.5, yt= 0.33 m.

Overall, the data are in fairly good agreement with the one of White (1943). The inflow Froude numbers are in
the range of an oscillating jump neglecting tailwater impacts. Comparing the energy heads (Fig. 6c), it can be
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seen that a significant amount of dissipation takes place on the sill unless the nappe jumps directly in the stilling
basin. Obviously, it would lead to significantly different water depths, resulting in a deeper stilling basin when
neglecting the energy dissipation by the nappe flow.
Fig. 7 shows exemplarily the development of the hydraulic jump with increasing discharge, while the tailwater
level was constant. For hd/hu = 0.71 the nappe hits the sill resulting in high energy dissipation with an
accompanying air entrainment (Fig. 7a). Air entraining is reduced for skimming flow (Fig. 7b) and disappears as
soon as the overfall nappe reaches the river bed (Fig. 7c). In this state, a surface roller is formed, which is
pushed downstream with a further increase in discharge (Fig. 7d).
4.2. Depth and Length of Stilling Basin
Simulations were carried out following the recommendation of Blind (1987) for different submergence factors.
Therefore, the tailwater level was kept constant, while the bed level was lowered resulting in a higher water
depth yt. The bed level was chosen according to Eq. (2) for a submergence factor of ε = 1.05 and for ε = 1.20.
The comparison showed that although a hydraulic jump occurs, the length with supercritical conditions is for
ε = 1.05 longer than for ε = 1.20. In the last case the hydraulic jump is pushed upstream and takes place
immediately downstream of the weir sill requiring a shorter stilling basin. Thus, it can be concluded that in
terms of safety, so the jump is not swept out of the stilling basin, a submergence factor of ε = 1.20 is more
appropriate.
It is a challenge to estimate the hydraulic jump length, whether in field or in physical or numerical models due
to the abrupt rise of water surface, surface rollers, and air entrainment. But, it is important because the end of a
hydraulic jump would represent the end of the concrete floor and side walls of a conventional stilling basin. In
order to identify the roller in the numerical results, the x-component of the velocity was chosen like it is
illustrated in Fig. 8. The cross section without negative x-components was considered to be the end of the roller
and a range was identified for the end of the hydraulic jump. In Fig. 9 the results are plotted for two different
submergence factors against the empirical formulas mentioned in Table 2. The comparison shows that the length
of the hydraulic jump is significantly smaller than for the empirical formulas, which can be explained by the
additional energy dissipation on the weir sill but also due to different test configurations. Note that the basin
length for a submergence factor of ε = 1.20 is significantly smaller for higher discharges and can be predicted
fairly by the recommendation of Blind (1987). Based on these results a stilling basin length of LT = 15 m and a
depth δ = 1.5 m was considered as appropriate if Frt =1 is considered to be the most unfavorable tailwater
condition.

Figure 8. Direction of the horizontal velocity component vx: (blue) in and (red) towards the main flow direction.

Figure 9. Length of hydraulic jump in dependence of specific discharge q in comparison to empirical formulas of
Woycicki, discussed in Bollrich et al. (2013), Peterka (1984) and Blind (1987).
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4.3. Analysis of End Sills
Generally, the height of the end sill or the depth of the stilling basin is determined by the conjugate water depth
y2 and the tailwater depth yt. In literature a huge variety of end sills can be found, such as vertical, sloping, or
dentate end sills. In this study, three types of end sills were considered based on recommendations of DIN
19661-2. Fig. 10 shows a sloping end sill and a partly sloping, partly vertical end sill both with the same height.
In the last configuration the top of the end sill was one third above the bed level. This configuration was
considered to be cost-effective because of less excavation works for the basin compared to the above-mentioned
types. Dentate end sills were excluded because they might injure migrating fishes. Fig. 10 shows exemplarily
the results for hd/hu = 0.54 for the three end sill types. It can be seen that the end sill types, which are partly
vertical, direct the bottom current upward and away from the river bed resulting in a vortex behind the end sill.
The stabilization of the hydraulic jump is slightly better, but scouring behind the end sill is a major concern and
causes additional costs for bottom protection. Additionally, a secondary jump was feared to occur downstream
of the stilling basin. Hence, the sloping end sill was considered to be an appropriate solution.

(a) stilling basin with sloping end sill

(b) stilling basin with sloping end sill, partly vertical

(c) stilling basin with reduced depth, sloping end sill, partly
vertical and partly above bed

Figure 10. Simulation results for different end sill designs for hu = 5.31 m, hd/hu = 0.54, δ = 1.50 m, Frt = 1.

4.4. Analysis of Submerged Hydraulic Jump
In the next step, the chosen geometry for the stilling basin (δ = 1.5 m, LT = 15.0 m, sloped end sill) was tested
under submerged conditions. Therefore, the tailwater level was increased stepwise for the critical regarded state
(hd/hu = 0.54), where the overflowing nappe hits completely the floor of the stilling basin; Fig. 11 shows the
performance of the stilling basin for downstream Froude numbers 1.0 > Frt > 0.15 resulting in submergence
factors 1.20 < ε < 2.55. It can be seen that up to Frt = 0.25 (ε ≈ 2.00), the hydraulic jump gets increasingly
submerged without losing its hydraulic efficiency. The jet adheres to the apron surface and to the stilling basin
floor. Here, the tailwater depth is smaller than the drop height. For decreasing downstream Froude numbers, the
jet separates from the sill and approaches the water surface, also called plunging jet flow. For Frt = 0.18 an
undular jump or undulating surface jet flow takes place and waves of large amplitudes develop and propagate
downstream of the jump. It must be noted that these undulations might have an impact on the channel banks and
must be taken into account for the design. According to Chanson and Montes (1995) the propagation of freesurface waves may impose also additional impact loads on downstream structures, such as locks or weirs, and
might be a problem for passing vessels.
Additionally, the stilling basin was tested for variable submerged conditions, where the tailwater level increases
while the discharge increases. This situation is more appropriate to natural conditions with a tailwater rating
curve. Here, it was assumed that the downstream Froude number is constant Frt = 0.35. Fig. 12 shows the
performance of the stilling basin. The resulting submergence factors are 1.58 < ε < 2.76. It can be seen that the
hydraulic jump stays in the stilling basin. Furthermore, it can be observed that for hd/hu = 0.42, the jet separates
from the sill and approaches the water surface. For hd/hu = 0.29 an undular jump occurs.
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Figure 11. Effects of submergence on the performance of a submerged hydraulic jump for hd/hu = 0.54, constant upstream
water level hu = 5.31 m and decreasing downstream Froude Number Frt.

Figure 12. Development of hydraulic jump with increasing discharge hd/hu = 0.85-0.29, Frt = 0.35, hu= 5.31 m.

5.

Conclusions

The numerical study on the design of a stilling basin downstream of an inflatable gate showed that the energy
dissipation on the weir sill has a significance influence and cannot be neglected. Up to 75 % of the energy
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dissipation is caused by the first step where the nappe touches the sill. This corresponds to the discharge up to
approximately hd/hu = 0.59, where the inflow Froude number would be over-estimated. This is positive
regarding the size of the stilling basin, which is shorter and less deep. Note that the aim of this study was to
define a standard stilling basin in order to reduce the necessity for further investigations, such as with physical
models. But, standardization also includes the overestimation of some states.
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